The Williams Sound CM-BT provides everything you need to listen to your mobile phone, computer or other Bluetooth-enabled device with your telecoil-equipped hearing aids. Convenience is key: with a push of a button, calls via a mobile phone on a belt clip, in a pocket or in a purse can be answered / terminated via the CM-BT. Also can be used to listen to music stored on a Bluetooth-enabled device such as an Apple iPhone®.

- Compatible with all three Bluetooth protocols
- Provides a 40 dB low-to-high volume range when used with a neckloop
- Provides up to 118 dB SPL when used with a head- phone or earphone
- Range of up to 35 feet.
- Provides up to 6 hours of talk time
- Supports Bluetooth specification 1.2
- Covered by a 2-year warranty
COMPLETE SYSTEM INCLUDES

- CM-BT Bluetooth Neckloop Amplifier
- Removable, combination induction loop/lanyard (can be used with own stereo / mono headphone)
- 1 rechargeable AAA battery (Can be used with disposable batteries)
- Charger with power supply
- Audio cable
- Induction cable
- User manual
- Carry case

APPLICATIONS

- Enables individual listening to a mobile phone, computer or other Bluetooth-enabled device